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INTRODUCTION

McCutcheon and Lucke (1928) found that, with the same osmotic

concentration, permeability of the eggs of Arbacia to water is greater

in solutions of dextrose containing 0.01 M NaCl 6r KC1 and less in

solutions of dextrose containing 0.004 M CaCl 2 or MgCl 2 than in

solutions of dextrose in distilled water. These results indicate that

sodium and potassium ions increase and calcium and magnesium ions

decrease permeability to water. Jacobs (1930) showed that hemolysis
of erythrocytes in solutions of non-electrolytes, 0.01 M or 0.02 M,
is almost as rapid as it is in distilled water; but that in solutions of

electrolytes, e.g. NaCl 0.001 M or CaCl 2 0.0001 M, it is considerably
slower. These results indicate that sodium as well as calcium ions

decrease permeability to water, i.e. that under some conditions mono-
valent as well as divalent salts cause decrease in permeability.

The experiments considered in the following pages were under-

taken to ascertain the effect of sodium, potassium and calcium ions

in phosphate buffer solutions (0.002 M, pH 6.8) on changes in the

volume of Amoeba proteus.

MATERIALS

Amoeba proteus was used exclusively in these experiments. It was

grown in cultures prepared according to the method described in an

earlier paper (Mast and Fowler, 1935). The distilled water used was

triple redistilled from a tandem glass still (Mast, 1928). The solutions

used were prepared by making two stocks, one containing the primary

phosphate of the cation to be tested, 0.002 M, and the other containing

the hydroxide of the same cation, 0.002 M, and mixing the two stocks

1 This paper is the second in a series on the relation between environmental
factors and water-content in Amoeba proteus. The first paper in the series, entitled
"

Permeability of Amoeba proteus to Water," was published in the Journal of Cellular

and Comparative Physiology, Vol. 6, pp. 151-167, 1935.

These investigations were supported by a grant received by the junior author

from the Brooks Fund of the Zoological Laboratory of the Johns Hopkins University.
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in the proportions necessary to maintain the hydrogen ion concentra-

tion at pH 6.8. The preparation and standardization of the hydroxide
stock solutions is described in the paper cited above. All the solutions

thus prepared contained the same concentration of the metallic cation

used and the osmotic concentration of these solutions was practically

(he same as that in which the amoebae were grown, i.e. modified Ringer

solution.

If the salts in the solutions used had been completely ionized, the

osmotic concentration of the solutions containing calcium would have

been greater than I hose containing either sodium or potassium because

if CaH.i(PO.i)2 ionizes there are produced two phosphate ions for each
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FIG. 1. Graphs showing the relation between sodium, potassium and calcium

respectively in phosphate buffer solutions (pH 6.8) and changes in volume in Amoeba

protens transferred from dilute Ringer solution of the same osmotic concentration.

Each point on the curves represents the average of the results of three measurements
made on three different individuals. Ordinates, change in volume as percentage of

the original volume; abscissae, time in minutes after transfer from dilute Ringer
solution.

calcium ion, when M- il KILPOi or XaH.>P() 4 ionizes there is produced

only one phosphate ion for each potassium or sodium ion. At the

concentration used, however, the sodium and the potassium com-

pounds were slightly more ionized than the calcium compounds. The
number of ions per unit volume and the osmotic pressure were probably
therefore practically the same in the solutions used.

METHODSAND RESULTS

Three methods were used in ascertaining the effect of these solutions

on changes in volume of Amoeba.
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1. Six amoebae were prepared, selected, and measured individually
in modified Ringer solution as described in the paper cited above (Mast
and Fowler, 1935). Then they were transferred to distilled water and
measured at fifteen-minute intervals. Then this was repeated with

other individuals, using in place of distilled water phosphate buffer

solutions which contained sodium, potassium and calcium respectively,
but with only three individuals in each. The results obtained are

presented in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 2. Graphs showing the relation between sodium, potassium and calcium

respectively in hypertonic solutions of lactose (pH 6.8) and changes in volume in

Amoeba proteus transferred from dilute Ringer solution.

Each point on the curves represents the average of the results of ten measure-

ments made on 7 to 12 different individuals. Ordinates, change in volume as per-

centage of the original volume; abscissae, time in minutes after transfer.

Figure 1 indicates that the amoebae transferred from modified

Ringer solution to distilled water increased 10 per cent in volume in

75 minutes; that those transferred to the calcium phosphate buffer

solutions of practically the same osmotic concentration as the Ringer

solution, did not change appreciably in volume during the time re-

presented in the graph, and that those transferred to the sodium

phosphate buffer solution decreased only slightly if at all during this

time, but that those transferred to the potassium phosphate buffer
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solution of the same osmotic concentration as the preceding solutions,

decreased 20 per cent in 60 minutes and then remained constant.

After the experiment had continued 105 minutes, the amoebae in

the distilled water and in the calcium phosphate buffer solution were

normal and they continued to live for several days; those in the sodium

phosphate buffer solution soon began to round up and decrease in

volume and they disintegrated about 60 minutes later; and those in

the potassium buffer solutions disintegrated even sooner. However,
those in all the solutions recovered fully in culture solution, if they
had not been in the salt solutions more than one hour. The results

obtained show, therefore, that without any change in osmotic concen-

TABLE I

Percentage changes in volume in amoebae transferred from modified Ringer solu-

tion (0.002 M, pH 6.8) to a solution containing sodium as the only metallic cation,

of the same hydrogen ion and osmotic concentration as the Ringer solution, plus
0.2 M lactose. Temperature, 22.7-25.5; ,, probable error.

Designation
of specimen
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in distilled water and respectively sodium, potassium and calcium

plus lactose, decreased in volume in all the solutions, but that the

decrease was least in the solution containing calcium and greatest in

distilled water plus lactose.

Tables I, II, and III show that there was marked individual varia-

tion in the reduction in the volume of the amoebae in all the hypertonic

solutions tested, but that in spite of this variation, the probable error

is relatively so small that there is overlapping at only a few points on

the curves. This practically proves that the differences in the means

of the reduction in volume in the different solutions, indicated in the

TABLE II

Percentage changes in volume in amoebae transferred from modified Ringer
solutions (0.002 M, pH 6.8) to a solution containing potassium as the only metallic

cation, of the same hydrogen ion and osmotic concentration as the Ringer solution,

plus 0.2 M lactose. Temperature, 22.1-25.2; probable error.

Designation
of specimen
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3. Ten amoebae were prepared, selected, and measured in modified

Ringer solution as in methods 1 and 2, then they were transferred to

this solution containing lactose (0.2 M), left 30 minutes and measured

again. They were then transferred to distilled water and measured

at 30-minute intervals. This whole process was then repeated with

other specimens in respectively sodium, potassium and calcium

phosphate buffer solutions (0.002 M) in place of distilled water. The
results obtained are presented in Fig. 3.

Figure 3 shows that the amoebae which were transferred from

modified Ringer solution to modified Ringer solution containing lactose

(0.2 M) decrea>e<l in volume to about 70 percent of the original volume

in 30 minutes and that after they had been transferred from this

solution to distilled water or to phosphate buffer solutions containing

TABLE III

Percentage changes in volume in amoebae transferred from modified Ringer solu-

tion (0.002 M, pH 6.8) to a solution containing calcium as the only metallic cation,

of the same hydrogen ion and osmotic concentration as the Ringer solution, plus
0.2 M lactose. Temperature, 22.5-24.0; Em, probable error.

Designation
of specimen
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The individual variations in the increase in volume in the hypotonic
solutions were essentially the same as those recorded in Tables I, II

and III for hypertonic solutions, but the differences in the means
were greater so that there was no overlapping of the probable errors,

except at the last points on the curves. The differences in the means
of the increase in volume in the different solutions indicated in the

curves in Fig. 3, are therefore significant, showing that the order of

30 30
TIME IN MINUTES

FIG. 3. Graphs showing the relation between sodium, potassium and calcium

respectively in hypotonic buffer solutions (pH 6.8) and changes in volume in Amoeba
proteus transferred from weak Ringer solution containing 0.2 M lactose.

Each point on the curves represents the average of the results obtained in ten

measurements made on ten different individuals. Ordinates, change in volume as

percentage of the original volume; abscissae, time in minutes after transfer.

effectiveness on gain of water in Amoeba in hypotonic solutions is,

Ca>K>Na, that is, that it is the same as it is on loss of water in

hypertonic solutions.

By comparing Fig. 3 with Fig. 1, it will be seen that if Amoeba is

transferred from Ringer solution (0.002 M) to potassium phosphate
solution (0.002 M) it decreases markedly in volume, but that if it is

transferred from lactose solution (0.2 M) to potassium phosphate
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solution (0.002 M) it increases somewhat. This difference is doubtless

correlated with the fact that the water-content was much higher in the

amoebae which were transferred from the modified Ringer solution

than it was in those which were transferred from the lactose solution.

The results presented in Fig. 3 show therefore that monovalent

as well as divalent cations retard the entrance of water but that, just

as in reference to loss of water, the latter are more effective than the

former; and they support the conclusion reached above that both

monovalent and divalent metallic cations tend to maintain the water-

content in Amoeba constant.

DISCUSSION

The question now arises as to how the metallic ions act in their

tendency to maintain the water-content of Amoeba constant.

Under normal conditions much water is eliminated by the contrac-

tile vacuole and considerable water enters with the food in the process
of feeding (Mast and Hahnert, 1935) and some possibly enters in the

formation of cups without food (Mast and Doyle, 1934). It may be

then that the metallic ions influence the water-content of Amoeba

through action on some or all of these processes. Such action could,

however, not have been seriously involved in the results presented in

the preceding pages; for in the solutions used there was, during the

time the observations were made, no feeding and no formation of cups
of any sort and the contractile vacuole did not function except in a few

of the more dilute solutions and then only after the amoebae had been

in the solution half an hour or more. The changes in water-content

observed must therefore have been due to passage of water directly

through the surface layer of the amoebae, and the effects of the metallic

ions on the rate of the passage through this layer must have been due

either to their action on the permeability of this layer or to their action

on the osmotic concentration of substances in the amoebae, or to their

action on imbibition, but it is probably largely due to the first. This

matter will be discussed more fully in a subsequent paper.

The conclusion that monovalent as well as divalent metallic

cations tend to maintain the w.ater-content of Amoeba constant, is in

agreement with the results obtained by Jacobs, who showed that in

erythrocytes permeability to water is decreased by the addition of

eit her Na( 'I or ( "a( 'I- to (list illed water; but they are not in agreement
with those obtained by McCutcheon and Lucke, who showed that

permeability of the eggs of Arbacia to water is increased if NaCl or

KC1 is added to a solution ol dextrose in distilled water and decreased

if CaCl 2 or MgCl 2 is added.
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SUMMARY

1. If amoebae are transferred from modified Ringer solution (0.002

M, pH 6.8) to distilled water or to phosphate buffer solution containing

respectively sodium, potassium and calcium as the only metallic cation

(0.002 M, pH 6.8), they increase in size in distilled water, decrease in

size in the solution which contains potassium and remain nearly the

same in size in the solution which contains sodium or calcium.

2. If they are transferred from modified Ringer solution (0.002 M,

pH 6.8) to distilled water containing lactose (0.2 M) or to phosphate
buffer solutions containing lactose (0.2 M) and respectively sodium,

potassium and calcium as the only metallic cation, they decrease in

volume in all the solutions but they decrease most rapidly in distilled

water containing lactose, less rapidly in the solution containing sodium

and lactose, still less rapidly in the solution containing potassium and

lactose, and least rapidly in the solution containing calcium and lactose.

3. If they are transferred from modified Ringer solution (0.002 M,

pH 6.8) to Ringer solution containing lactose (0.2 M) and left 30

minutes, they decrease greatly in volume. If they are then trans-

ferred respectively to distilled water and to phosphate buffer solutions,

containing respectively sodium, potassium and calcium (0.002 M,

pH 6.8), they increase in volume in all the solutions, but they increase

most rapidly in distilled water, less rapidly in the solution containing

sodium, still less rapidly in the solution containing potassium and least

rapidly in the solution containing calcium.

4. These results show that under some conditions monovalent as

well as divalent cations cause decrease in the rate at which water

passed into and out of Amoeba proteus. This is probably largely due

to their action on permeability to water.
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